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CSS layout has changed



There are new problems alongside 
our new powers.



This talk covers:

o Potential accessibility problems.
o Ways to avoid those problems.
o Web platform improvements to help.



CSS Grid
Separation of content and presentation for the first time



<table>
<tr>

<td colspan="3">My header</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>

</tr>
</table>





The “Holy Grail” layout
https://alistapart.com/article/holygrail/





<div class="row">
<div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
<div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
<div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>

</div>
<div class="row">

<div class="col-md-6">.col-md-6</div>
<div class="col-md-6">.col-md-6</div>

</div>



We couldn’t get too far away from 
the document source order



Normal flow
The design and content had to flow together



body {
display: grid;
grid-template-columns: 240px 1fr 150px;
grid-template-areas:
"hd hd hd"
"lt bd rt"
"ft ft ft";

}

#left { grid-area: lt;}

#header { grid-area: hd; }

#footer { grid-area: ft; }

#right { grid-area: rt; }

#center { grid-area: bd; }





The technical limitation 
has gone
Just because you can doesn’t mean you should.



ul {
display: grid;
gap: 20px;
grid-template-columns: repeat(6, minmax(0,1fr));
grid-template-areas:
"a a b b b b"
"c c d d e e"
"f f g g h h";

}

.card1 { grid-area: c; }

.card2 { grid-area: f; }

.card3 { grid-area: d; }

.card4 { grid-area: h; }

.card5 { grid-area: e; }

.card6 { grid-area: a; }

.card7 { grid-area: g; }

.card8 { grid-area: b; }



https://cdpn.io/xxRJBGz






ul {
display: grid;
gap: 20px;
grid-template-columns: repeat(7, minmax(0,1fr));
grid-auto-flow: dense;

}



https://cdpn.io/NWbLRQE






nav ul {
display: flex;
gap: .2em;
flex-direction: row-reverse;

} 



https://cdpn.io/zYoLbOp






Avoiding source/layout 
disconnect
How can web developers avoid this problem?



Don’t forget about the 
document
Can you load your document without CSS and it still make sense?



Work with normal flow.



A well-ordered document makes 
creating fallbacks much easier.



Resist the temptation to flatten your 
source to make everything a child of 

the grid container.



subgrid
Allowing child grid to inherit track sizing from a parent.





.cards {
display: grid;
gap: 20px;
grid-template-columns: repeat(3, 1fr);

}

.cards li {
display: grid;
grid-template-rows: auto 1fr auto;

}

@supports (grid-template-rows: subgrid) {
.cards {
grid-auto-rows: auto 1fr auto;

}
.cards li {
grid-row: auto / span 3;
grid-template-rows: subgrid;
gap: 0;

}
}



https://cdpn.io/VwmEMap



display: contents;
Remove boxes from visual layout



<div class="flex">
<div class="item"><a href="/">Flex item 1</a></div>
<div class="item"><a href="/">Flex item 2</a></div>
<ul>

<li><a href="/">One</a></li>
<li><a href="/about">Two</a></li>
<li><a href="/history">Three</a></li>

</ul>
</div>





.flex ul {
display: contents;

}



https://cdpn.io/oNYapVb



Warning!
A bug in display: contents implementation can cause elements to be removed from the 
accessibility tree.



Don’t fix source problems 
with grid or flexbox
For example: using order to rearrange items.





ul {
display: flex;
gap: .2em;

}

li:nth-child(4) {
order: -1;

}



https://cdpn.io/ExNprGw






Start with a solid document
Some good advice never changes!



Test tab ordering







Check that changing display type 
has not changed how things report 

to accessibility technology.



Solving this problem
Allowing developers to take advantage of content re-ordering



Why doesn’t the tab order default to 
following the layout?



The web is about good defaults



Initial values of CSS properties stop 
things vanishing or stacking on top 

of each other.



Tab order following the document is 
a good default. It makes sure we 

have a sensible document.



I believe that we need to find a way 
to allow developers to indicate a 

switch to follow visual layout.



Spatial navigation
https://www.w3.org/TR/css-nav-1



Telling the browser that you are 
taking control of order.



<div class="container" progress-order="layout">



We need to keep having this 
conversation.



We need to solve this before adding 
more new layout methods.



We need to solve it before more web 
layout is created in visual tools.



Join the conversation
https://github.com/w3c/csswg-drafts/issues/5675



Thank you!
https://noti.st/rachelandrew
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